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Smash is the third studio album by American punk rock band The Offspring , released on April
8, , by Epitaph Records. After touring in support of their previous album Ignition , the band
recorded their next album over two months at Track Record in North Hollywood, California. This
also marks the first album where Holland is credited to playing the guitar as opposed to vocals
only. Smash was the Offspring's introduction into worldwide popularity, and produced a
number of hit singles, including " Come Out and Play ", " Self Esteem ", and " Gotta Get Away ".
Along with Green Day 's Dookie , Smash was responsible for bringing punk rock into the
mainstream, and helped pave the way for the emerging pop punk scene of the s. Peaking at
number four on the US Billboard , Smash has sold over eleven million copies worldwide, [11]
[12] [13] [14] [15] making it the best-selling album released by an independent record label ; [16]
it was also the first Epitaph release to obtain gold and platinum status. In , The Offspring
released the Baghdad 7". This EP was the turning point for the band; due to its success the
band signed with Epitaph Records. Thom Wilson , who produced The Offspring's first two
albums, had been trying to get the Offspring to switch to Epitaph, a label run by Bad Religion
guitarist Brett Gurewitz. Gurewitz felt that The Offspring was just not quite pronounced enough
for his label, but Baghdad convinced him to give the band a shot. Wilson and The Offspring
entered the studio again and recorded Ignition. Released in , Ignition exceeded all of the label's
and band's expectations. On the recording process of the album, frontman Dexter Holland told
Flux Magazine in , "When we recorded this album, our last one has sold maybe 15, copies, so
the possibility of us getting played on the radio or anything like that was pretty much
nonexistent. Especially because this kind of music is not generally considered acceptable by
the mainstream - so, for something like this to happen, it really took us by surprise. Punk rock
bands like Green Day and Rancid were gaining popularity, and riding on this wave of popularity,
Smash' s singles became radio rock hits. An example of this was the success of The Offspring's
first major single release, "Come Out and Play", which reached No. The second single released
from the album, " Self Esteem ", became a radio hit, managing to peak at number 4 on the
Billboard Modern Rock Tracks chart. Although it didn't hit number 1 like its prior hit, "Self
Esteem" was actually more popular and more successful worldwide. The lyrics are about an
abusive relationship in which the girl takes advantage of her boyfriend, as he has "no
self-esteem" to stand up to her. Contrary to popular belief, the song is not autobiographical. In
an interview Dexter revealed that it is about one of his old friends. The third single, " Gotta Get
Away " was another rock radio hit, although it was not as successful as the previous two
singles. The song reached number 6 on the Billboard Modern Rock Tracks chart. Being the last
song written for the album, the lyrics describe a point in Dexter's life when he was suffering
from extreme pressure due to the then-upcoming deadline of the album. A fourth song, "Bad
Habit", received radio play in some areas, but was never officially released. However, it is often
their set opener and is a favorite among fans. The lyrics discuss road rage to the point where
the protagonist shoots at the car in front of him. The only cover in the album was "Killboy
Powerhead", by The Didjits. Critical reviews of Smash were mostly positive. Stephen Thomas
Erlewine of AllMusic called it a "solid record, filled with enough heavy riffs to keep most
teenagers happy". Erlewine praised the music as "relentlessly heavy". For the album, he claims
that The Offspring had "crossed over", because of the success of its single "Come Out and
Play", which "stopped and started just like Nirvana. Despite obtaining early support from the
Los Angeles modern rock radio station KROQ , Smash initially received little attention from
radio and television stations. On October 29, , it peaked at number four on the Billboard , and
since then, was in various places on the chart for weeks. Smash made history becoming the
first album released on Epitaph Records to obtain gold and platinum status, and has been
certified multi-platinum in three countries, including the US, [33] Australia, [34] and Canada. In
France, it is the best selling album on an independent label, with , sales and 2x Platinum
certification. Smash has inspired a number of musicians. During Trivium 's early days, guitarist
Matt Heafy performed a cover version of "Self Esteem" at his middle school talent show at Lake
Brantley High School , while the British synthpop group Cuban Boys also covered that song on
their only full-length album Eastwood. Brett Gurewitz , the guitarist of Bad Religion and
president of Epitaph, had also mentioned that he liked Smash and described it as "a very good
record". Along with Green Day 's Dookie , Smash was among the most commercially successful
punk rock albums released in , a year when the genre reached arguably its greatest popularity.
By the end of the year, Dookie and Smash had both sold millions of copies. Smash has been
listed on several publications' best album lists. In November , the album was ranked number
two on Guitar World magazine's top ten list of guitar albums of , between Bad Religion 's
Stranger than Fiction and Weezer 's Weezer. Smash, as well as the singles "Come Out and
Play", " Self Esteem ", and " Gotta Get Away " have a common artwork theme: an ominous and
highly distorted skeleton on the cover, disc, and back of the CD case. The music videos for "

Self Esteem " and "Come Out and Play" also have several scenes with a similar skeleton. This
symbol is believed to represent the core motifs of the album: death, greed, suicide, violence,
addiction, and abuse. The skeleton is used to represent that the continuation of these acts will
inevitably lead to death or alternatively, the end of the human race. The Offspring toured for
more than two years to promote Smash. They began a two-month U. I still like the club thing,
even if it's a big club. I like Stone Temple Pilotsâ€”it's not like we're saying we're too punk for
that. The band wrapped up the year with a European tour in November and a series of theater
performances in December. They toured the U. The Offspring embarked on a full-scale tour in
the summer and fall of to commemorate the 20th anniversary of the release of Smash. On this
tour, they played the Smash album in its entirety. Smash has been reissued at least twice. On
April 8, , the 20th anniversary of its original release, The Offspring announced that they would
be releasing a special edition of Smash in mid-August on Epitaph. It was released as a special
package that contained the remastered album on both CD and vinyl, restyled artwork, and a
large format page booklet containing never-before seen photos. The reissue was also released
as a box set; it came with an art print the first of which are signed and on linen , a live photo
print, tour pass replica and 20th anniversary items, including a pin, patch and guitar pick. All
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on January 22, , nearly two years after the release of Smash , and has sold over one million
copies worldwide. The band re-recorded Ignition' s sixth track "Dirty Magic" for their ninth
studio album Days Go By , released twenty years later. This EP was instrumental to the band's
signing with Epitaph Records. Gurewitz felt that The Offspring was just not quite pronounced
enough for his label, but Baghdad convinced him to give the band a shot. Thanks to the
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[1]. Baghdad Ignition Smash The Offspring Christgau's Consumer Guide. The Rolling Stone
Album Guide. MBRG : 4ffbc0-b71eb7ff The next time they came back, their third album, Smash ,
had gone nuclear. Americana sales wordwide have reached over 12 million, while Smash is
pushing the 13 million mark. The Offspring are officially the biggest punk band. Way back. How
did it all start? The ideal place to start a punk band, then. Sticksman Ron Welty came from a bit
further down the road in Cyprus. In the mids, Noodles started his own band called Clowns of
Death. Dexter joined for a while but then started up his own band with school friend Greg that
Noodles later joined called the Manic Subsidals, after seeing Orange County punk legends
Social Distortion live. Plagued by their awful moniker, they decided it was time for a change.
Influences that shaped their early sound were wide-ranging. I just started jamming with friends;

taking guitars down the park and having a few beers. Dexter was a punk fan from the word go. I
think it was more the idea that these bands put forward: anyone can do it. It was music that
really related to average kids and music that the average kid could do. So what was the Orange
County punk scene like when Offspring were starting out in the mid-late 80s? That lack of a real
scene in their hometown had other consequences for the band. But that just made us look
elsewhere. So we started playing more shows further afield. It was amazing. We played with
Agnostic Front one time in San Bernardino. Now that The Offspring are travelling the world in
buses and staying at fancy-schmancy hotels, they remember the early days with fond nostalgia.
We went from that show to playing in Santa Monica with Youth Brigade. We did four gigs in one
weekend! You never knew where you were gonna play or who you were gonna play for. Really
beat-up. It had this grandpa fisherman camper shell on the back of it. So we put all of us â€” and
one roadie â€” plus all our equipment in the back of this truck. We did a tour all the way across
the country from LA across to the east coast and back for three and a half weeks. Making it all
the way to the east coast, the band plays venues in the backass of nowhere â€” with some
scary results. The whole place was a bit shady because at about five in the morning the guy
would be up and blaring the jukebox. People would be coming in and out all night. I think he
was dealing drugs in the back at the same time. We were playing a show with Final Conflict
[hardcore LA anarcho-punks]. Some skinheads turned up to mess up their show â€” we were
playing right before them. They tried to break in and the people on the door put up a table as a
barricade that the skinheads were trying to get over. Noodles, being the pacifist he is, tried to
get in between and mellow everything out. This skinhead jumped over the table and punched
him in the arm. After their second album, Ignition , in , The Offspring took off on that first
European tour. But it was a great tour: 31 shows in 35 days across Europe. Those trips were
tough to manage and gruelling. We did five shows in the UK that went really well. The year later,
Smash was unleashed on a nation of unsuspecting music fans, still groggy from the stale and
wheezing gasp of the decrepit grunge era. Grunge was officially dead and disaffection had a
new soundtrack. Bored by the media circus of Britpop, UK kids snapped up Smash as well.
Worldwide sales quickly reached 11 million. The Offspring had arrived. It was a shock to the
system for The Offspring with the obvious benefits â€” but downsides too. We got a call from
Epitaph and they told us that Smash had just gone platinum [one million US sales]. It was a
weird feeling. Things are looked at a lot more critically. Success certainly has it downsides and
that was the tour when Noodles starting drinking to excess. Especially when he found out that
his girlfriend back home was cheating on him while he was out on the road. I was driving home
from somewhere two days ago. I pulled into the parking lot of a liquor store on the way home
and a car pulled up next to me. It was amazing that these people fucking followed me! So, with
the success of Smash , did The Offspring make Epitaph big, or vice-versa? But Noodles
maintains they were already under criticism from the punk police when they were still on
Epitaph. Fanzines and underground punk mags like MaximumRockNRoll â€” the holy bible of
the US punk scene â€” stopped taking ads from Epitaph as they were no longer considered an
underground punk label. But has that scene peaked? Has it burnt itself out over the past 10
years? It all reminds me of what was going on in Gilman Street 10 years ago. I love those bands.
That amount of attention came to a head when The Offspring were once scheduled to play with
Ramones in Europe â€” following them on stage. Before long, the task of following up Smash
came about. No mean feat, as Dexter recalls. Only did, around, three million? No good, right?
Everyone who downloaded the single Original Prankster from their website was entered into the
prize draw. The winner was a year-old girl from Atlanta. The Offspring still have one album left
to fulfill their contract with Columbia. But in way bigger houses than you used to, right? Seems
like The Offspring have mellowed somewhat though. Are The Offspring still angry or have they
been swallowed by the Orange County conservatism they were originally kicking against? And I
love the fact that we still have a president that I hate. The Offspring are on tour now. Louder
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